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H.  Div. Championship Regulations  

1. No swimmer may swim in the Div. Championships in an event (individual or that event in a relay) 

for which they have achieved a “B” disqualification time during the dual meet season. From the 

summary sheets submitted to the League divisional representatives, a roster will be maintained of 

all swimmers achieving “B” disqualification times, including those achieved in exhibition heats. This 

roster will include all divisional or inter-divisional meets swum prior to the Div. Championship entry 

deadline.  

a. If a swimmer makes a “B” disqualification time after the Division entries deadline, that 

swimmer may still swim in the Div. Championships in that event.  

2. To be properly seeded, Div. Championship entries must contain a verifiable time and the Team 

Manager document or TM file verifying when such time was made.  

a. A verifiable time is one swum during a regular dual meet (which could include exhibition 

heats) and recorded in the official meet results.  

b. Entries not verifiable, such as due to a missing date or times from a time trial, will be 

seeded in the slowest heats, while entries with "no time" will not be accepted.  

c. Times from USS meets are not acceptable.  

3. Div. Championship entry errors: A swimmer entered in an individual Div. Championship event with 

a "B" time, when that swimmer has achieved a “B” disqualification time prior to the entry deadline, 

shall be pulled from that event and allowed to enter another event for which the swimmer is 

qualified.  

a. A swimmer entered into an individual Div. Championship event with a “B” disqualification 

time inadvertently listed (the swimmer has not achieved a “B” disqualification time) shall 

be allowed to swim the event.  

b. Seeding and heat sheet listing in either case shall be at the discretion of the host club.  

4. No additions will be accepted after 72 hours prior to the start of the Divisional Championship meet.  

(e.g. Wednesday morning prior to a Saturday Division Championship meet).  

  

 


